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Today at the Cup 
Sunday, January 20th
 

11:00am Draw #10 Skins Game
1:30 pm The Patch is open 
  •  Outdoor Pool Area
4:00 pm Draw #11 Skins Game
6:30 pm Closing Ceremonies, Orleans Arena
7:00 pm The Patch is open 
  •  Mardi Gras Ballroom

Sunday, January 20, 2019  •  An Official Publication of the World Financial Group Continental Cup.
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We are looking 
  for the best…

SEND US YOUR SELFIES!

TODAY IS YOUR LAST CHANCE

Complete details on page 3

Keep sending us your favorite selfies of your trip so 
far, or of your last few precious hours here at the 
Orleans Arena for the final two draws of competition.  
Up for grabs is a $250 dining certificate from the 
Orleans Hotel and Casino, plus other great prizes.  
Your deadline to enter is today at 3 pm PT.

THIS IS WHAT IT’S ALL ABOUT
I have a confession to make.  I have 

been doing this curling marketing stuff 
now for over twenty years, in search 
of that magic moment of engagement 
between fans and athletes.  I think that 
might have happened today, through a 
promotion we created with the Las Vegas 
Review Journal.  

Several of their readers won tickets 
to watch the Saturday morning draw, 
together with a scheduled visit by the 
Olympic gold medal winners, Team 
John Shuster.  What unfolded was truly 
magical.  Novice, wide-eyed fans eager to 
learn about a sport they had previously 
only seen on television, and four athletes 
who were genuinely excited about sharing 
their stories.

It also didn’t hurt to have Slider, the 
ultimate hug machine, along for the fun.

This is the kind of stuff that reminds 
you all the hard work is worth it.

#GrowingTheSport

(See Colin Kelly’s story on Page 6)

By Rod Palson
Editor, the Morning Cup
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Boyd Gaming thanks all the volunteers and fans 
who helped make the WFG Continental Cup another successful 

Curling event at the Orleans Arena!

SM
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Team World was taught a 
valuable lesson Saturday at the 
2019 World Financial Group 
Continental Cup, presented by Boyd 
Gaming.  It’s not how many games 
you win. It’s when you win them.

Team World kept piling up wins 
when one-point victories were 
offered for them through the first 
eight draws at Orleans Arena in Las 
Vegas, NV, building a comfortable 
lead, but Team North America 
pounced like a cat Saturday night 
when the points-per-win were 
doubled up to two.

After sweeping all three Mixed 
Team Scramble events in the 
evening draw, and the six points 
with them, Team North America 
has cut their opponent’s lead 
significantly. Team North America 
now trails by five points, 17.5-12.5, 
and it’s game on in Sunday’s Skins 
Games, where 30 points in six games 
are still available.

Suddenly, Team North America’s 
task is not so daunting after taking 
it on the chin from Team World most 

of the week.
“It’s anybody’s match now,” 

beamed Brad Gushue of St. John’s, 
NL, who guided his Team North 
America team to a convincing 7-3 
victory over Team World, led by 
young Scottish skip Bruce Mouat. 
“There’s 30 (points) on the line 
tomorrow. In Skins, you get a couple 
of carryovers and the tide can turn 

real quick. It was a fun night to 
play. Everybody had a lot of energy, 
and once the scores started turning 
in our favour, I think it even raised 
the energy.”

Gushue raised his game Saturday 
night, as did the other North 
American teams. For the first time 
all week, they looked focussed and 
determined.

“The ice was tough on Day One,” 
said Gushue, who was supported by 
third Kaitlyn Lawes, second Brett 
Gallant and lead Dawn McEwen. 
“I think everybody is a little more 
comfortable with it now. Sometimes 
you just need a match to turn. We 
had a couple of those. Tonight we 
knew we had to play good with two 
points on the line in each of them.”

Gushue wouldn’t discount the 
notion that momentum is on Team 
North America’s side.

“Especially in an event like this, 
you feel it,” he said. “You see the 
excitement out there and that plays 
through our team. It took us three 
days to get there, but we’re there 
now and hopefully we can come out 
tomorrow in the first draw and chip 
away.”

It was also a good night for 
Ottawa’s Rachel Homan who has 
struggled a bit this week. But she 
found her mojo and exacted a bit of 
revenge over Team World, skipped 
by Sweden’s Anna Hasselborg, 
posting a crucial 7-4 win. Hasselborg 
had beaten Homan 6-5 in the 
Saturday morning draw.

Continued on Page 4

NORTH AMERICA BOUNCES BACK IN STELLAR FASHION

SEND US YOUR SELFIES!
Ensure your post or account is set to “Public” during the event. 
(We can’t see it otherwise). If you would like to receive direct 
notification that you won, make sure you “follow” or “like” the 
Las Vegas Curling Rocks account. Winners will be announced 
at the end of each draw, included in the #WFGFanShots album 
on Facebook and published the next day in the Morning Cup. 
Your deadline to enter is today at 3 pm PT.

Post your entries on our social media 
platforms:

@LVCurlingRocks   @VegasCurlingRocks 
AND

use the hashtag #WFGFanShots.

Complete contest rules and prize details available at www.LasVegasCurling.rocks

By Dave Komosky

Yesterday’s winners



Thursday, January 17

Draw Points

1 Mixed Doubles Competition (3 points) 0 3 3

2 Mixed Doubles Competition (3 points) 0 3 3

3 Women’s Team Competition (3 points) 0 3 3

Friday, January 18

Draw Points

4 Mixed Doubles Competition (3 points) 1 3 2.0

5 Mixed Doubles Competition (3 points) 3 3 0

6 Men’s Team Competition (3 points) 0.5 3 2.5

Saturday, January 19

Draw Points

7 Women’s Team Scramble (3 points) 0.5 3 2.5

8 Men’s Team Scramble (3 points) 1.5 3 1.5

9 Mixed Team Scramble (6 points) 6 6 0

Sunday, January 20

Draw Sheet Skins Points

10 A
Team Jones

5
Team Tirinzoni

10 B
Sinclair - Nichols - Gallant - T. Anderson 

5
Hasselborg - Eriksson - Sundgren - Mabergs

10 C
Team Shuster

5
Team de Cruz

Draw Sheet Skins Points

11 A
Team Homan

5
Team Muirhead

11 B
Gushue - S. Anderson - G. Walker - M. Walker

5
Edin - Mcmanus - Wrana - Knochenhauer

11 C
Team Koe

5
Team Mouat
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Point Tracker

Official Event Merchandise store,  
located across from the Box Office on the main concourse.

CLEARANCE 
SALE TODAY!
All previous Las Vegas Rocks event merchandise priced to clear.

All T-shirts $5
All hats, vests, jackets, sweatshirts 

and fleece $10

NORTH AMERICA 
BOUNCES BACK

Continued from Page 3 

This time, though, Homan had all the answers, including a 
superb double in the fifth to go up 5-2.

“We were on the wrong side of the inch in the first couple of days,” 
said Homan, who was supported by third B.J. Neufeld, second 
Joanne Courtney and Ben Hebert. “We figured it out and it was nice 
to play all mixed up today. Everybody rose to the occasion.”

Team North America completed the sweep when American skip 
John Shuster, the 2018 Olympic gold-medallist, led his team to a 6-4 
win over Team World’s Peter de Cruz. Shuster, who also got some 
payback over de Cruz after a loss to the Swiss skip in the afternoon’s 
Men’s Team Scramble, received great contributions from his all-U.S. 
team, including third Jamie Sinclair, second Matt Hamilton and 
lead Monica Walker. He also made a spectacular cross-ice double in 
the eighth end to secure the win.

Team Scramble and Mixed Team Scramble events put an 
emphasis on how curlers can perform with teammates they’d 
regularly play as opponents. In the Team Scramble, men’s and 
women’s teams are mixed to form new same-gender lineups. 
However, front-end and back-end teammates cannot be on the same 
lineup.

Team North America’s success in the evening was uplifting, 
especially after what transpired earlier in the day when Team World 
took four out of a possible six points in Women’s Team Scramble and 
Men’s Team Scramble events. It was just more of the same. Except 
for one draw where Team North America swept three games, it’s 
been all Team World.

But all that changed Saturday night.
Team North America will be looking to continue its mastery over 

Team World by winning its seventh straight championship.



Heroes
Kelly’s

By Colin Kelly
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Free Wi-Fi
Available in the Orleans Arena 

BOYD_GUEST-WIFI 
Follow us behind the scenes 

Join the conversation using Hashtag: #RockingVegas

Twitter: Facebook and Instagram:

@LVCurlingRocks @VegasCurlingRocks

Many curlers would die to have 
the resume of Peter de Cruz.

OK, maybe “die” is a little strong. 
But they’d certainly like to have 
such a noteworthy list of accolades 
over an extended period of time.

You know, like in the way that I’d 
give my left arm to be ambidextrous. 
(Did that just make your brain hurt 
a little bit, like when you drink a 
frozen margarita too quickly?)

Seriously, though, the 29-year-
old skip of the Swiss national team 
is at the tail end of a tremendous 
decade. It began with Switzerland’s 
gold medal at the 2010 World 
Junior Curling Championships, 
followed by a silver in 2011. At the 
European Curling Championships, 
de Cruz and his team went silver/
bronze/bronze from 2015 to 2017. In 
the 2014 and 2017 World Curling 
Championships, de Cruz and Co. 
earned bronze medals.

And last year, in the 2018 
Olympics at Pyeongchang, de Cruz 
skipped his squad to another bronze 
medal against arguably the most 
talent-rich field men’s curling has 
ever seen.

“That was a very tough field, 
probably the hardest field ever,” de 
Cruz said. “Curling is really growing 
at the elite level. There’s more 
technology, and players are putting 
more time into the game.”

But curling is growing not just 
at the elite level. And players are 

not only putting more time into the 
game; they’re putting more time into 
other players, particularly younger 
players working to become the 
future of curling.

De Cruz and his peers – including 
current teammates Valentin Tanner, 
Benoit Schwarz and Sven Michel – 
are at the forefront of that in their 
home country.

“We work a lot with schools at the 
club level,” de Cruz said. “And also, 
the city of Geneva wants to promote 
its athletes among kids. I went to 
see kids with two clubs, five to six 
times during the season. I taught 
them about our sport.”

And some of that teaching has 
come in unorthodox ways, as there’s 
not always access to ice. De Cruz has 
become a master of improvisation.

“We’re taking curling materials 
that we can use in gyms and schools, 
explaining curling and playing with 
the kids,” he said. “It lets them hear 
about the sport, know that there’s a 
curling club in their city, and that 
curling is accessible, as well.”

In the true curling spirit, de Cruz 
does all he can to make his outreach 
fun for children. After all, at its heart, 
curling is a game, so he comes up with 
competitions, games within the game, 
and gives out prizes to encourage the 
youngsters. And he admitted he gets a 
little education, as well.

“What’s great about kids is they 
have no opinion, they have a neutral 

opinion,” he said. (Hmmm, Swiss 
kids with a neutral opinion. Imagine 
that!) De Cruz notes that most of 
his volunteer curling work is with 
11- and 12-year-old boys and girls. 
“If they find something fun, then 
they’re really interested. And that’s 
the perfect age to start curling. The 
fact that they’re talking to someone 
who’s not a celebrity, but is pretty 
good in the sport, it makes it even 
more interesting. They’re more 
intrigued.”

While curling has been all the 
rage in Canada for generations and 
is gaining more and more popularity 
in the United States, it’s not quite 
at that level yet in Switzerland. De 
Cruz makes it a point to let kids 
know that they should never let 
popularity – be it of a sport or of 
any other calling in life – keep them 
from doing what they love.

“When I was their age, I was 
already curling, and it was not 
popular at all,” de Cruz said. “So what 
I try to tell the kids is that it’s a sport 
where you do what you love. I inspire 
them to try to chase their dreams, 
whatever those dreams may be.”

That said, it doesn’t hurt for de 
Cruz to pack a little motivation on 
his instructional trips.

“Whenever we’re in Geneva, 

we try to make a quick drive 
to a curling club and take the 
Olympic medal with us,” he said. 
“It definitely makes a difference. 
It keeps them going, keeps them 
motivated. They think maybe one 
day, they’ll play against Peter de 
Cruz.”

For now, though, a lot of 
those youngsters just enjoy the 
opportunity to not only learn from 
de Cruz and his teammates, but 
to show their support for one of 
the top men’s curling teams on the 
planet. That was certainly the case 
when Team de Cruz returned from 
Pyeongchang.

“Last season, I had classes that 
I was following, and they followed 
me at the Olympics,” de Cruz said 
of him keeping up with his students 
and vice versa while he was on the 
road competing. “When we got back 
to Geneva from the Olympics, they 
were all waiting at the airport. I was 
extremely surprised. There were 150 
to 200 people there cheering, with 
their curling brooms up in the air. 
They were all really excited. That 
was a really cool moment for me.”

Just one more memorable 
addition to de Cruz’s brilliant 
curling resume.

WINNING EVOLVES 
INTO TEACHING
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Over the years, that’s the way it’s been for a lot of lucky 
people.  Buy a 50/50 raffle ticket and win a pot that is 
big enough to pay for a big chunk of your fun!  There’s 
a winner every draw and tickets are available at the 
50/50 Raffle ticket station on the main concourse, near 
the box office.  Or, buy them from one of our mobile 
ticket sellers.

GET YOUR TRAVEL MONEY HERE!

Fanning
theFlameBy Colin Kelly

When the dreaded flu bug is going around each 
winter, you can often sense it coming on, maybe 
even a day or two before you start to feel like you 
just got hit by a sack of stones.

But there’s another bug in the air that gives 
you no advance notice: the curling bug. It hits 
newcomers to the sport literally within minutes, 
and the only known cure is to watch more curling 
– or better still, learn to curl.

That’s how it was Saturday morning at the 
World Financial Group Continental Cup at 
Orleans Arena. Through a contest put on by the 
Las Vegas Review-Journal, 10 Las Vegas-area 
entrants won Family Four Packs of tickets to the 
first draw of the day, with a couple little bonuses: 
watching from one of the arena’s luxury boxes; 
and meeting Olympic gold medal-winning skip 
John Shuster, along with his U.S. teammates 
Matt Hamilton, Chris Plys and John Landsteiner.

A baptism like that piques your interest in 
curling in a big hurry.

“My daughter says she’s found her new 
passion,” Kelley Waltz said, with the matches 
below barely through the second end. “She’s at 
college in Reno, and she’s already looking up 
where she can get curling lessons.”

Indeed, Kendall – who heads back to the 
University of Nevada today for the second 
semester of her freshman year – was on her 
phone, texting her roommate about learning to 
curl and searching for places to do so.

“I found one at Lake Tahoe,” Kendall said, 
alluding to the Lake Tahoe Epic Curling Club – 
which by the way will soon have its own dedicated 
ice. “We’ve seen curling on TV before. It looks 
really fun. It’s not easy. I’m sure it’s very hard. 
But it looks like it’s easy to get into. I didn’t do 
sports for too long, so it’s kind of nice to find a 
sport you can do without having to get into it as a 
little kid.”

Kyle Waltz was happy to see wife Kelley and 
daughter Kendall so into it, and he was certainly 
enjoying the curling, intently watching to 
ascertain strategy and scoring.

“We like trying new things, and we were all in 
for this,” Kyle said. “This is another reason I like 
living in Las Vegas. A lot of people don’t want to 

live here because of the heat. But we get a lot of 
cool stuff coming here. Stuff like this is brilliant. 
You don’t get that everywhere else.”

At that moment, Shuster entered the room 
with Hamilton and Landsteiner – two of his 
teammates on the unit that struck Olympic gold 
at the 2018 Pyeongchang Games – and Plys, who 
has a long record of curling success for the U.S., 
as well.

The contest winners enjoyed the meet-and-
greet, as did the players, who revel in these 
opportunities to expand the sport’s reach.

“It’s always nice to go to a place where curling 
is not super prevalent,” Hamilton said. “You get 
to share your sport, share your passion for the 
sport. Vegas has always been pretty receptive, 
and these people are no different.”

Of course, that shiny medal certainly helps the 
cause.

“The gold-medal run is part of the reason why 
curling is getting more popular in the U.S. – the 
achievement of putting our sport on the map,” 
Hamilton said, while noting what also helps is 
that average folks can see themselves playing 
and enjoying this sport. “I can’t stress enough 
how good a sport this is for people of all ages and 
abilities. I think it’s one of those games that’s fun 
for all, and it’s great to see it pick up.”

Douglas Broadbent, wife Melissa, 3-year-old 
son Trey and 1-year-old daughter Mallory also 
won a four-pack to Saturday’s draw. Douglas was 

a pretty competitive swimmer through college, 
and Melissa was in track and field through 
college, so they both related to the competitive 
aspect of curling.

“My dad and I got super into curling during 
the last Olympics. I was so excited when I won 
these tickets that I sent an email out to both sides 
of the family,” Douglas said, adding that while 
watching the Olympics on TV was great, it was 
no match for live elite curling. “I think it’s cool 
hearing the communication between the players 
on the ice, and also having the experts meet with 
us and explain what it takes.”

Douglas was getting insights from Plys, whose 
resume is dotted with gold, silver and bronze 
medals at the national and international level.

“If we can share our sport with other people, 
get them to try it or to come out and watch it and 
enjoy it, that’s fun for us,” Plys said. “It’s super 
nice to come out and talk to people and just hang 
out. That’s the great thing about curling. Ninety-
five percent of the people you meet are really 
nice.”

Melissa wasn’t too sure what she and the 
toddlers were in for when she learned Douglas 
had won tickets. Her first reaction?

“Oh, curling huh?” she said with a laugh. “But 
it’s actually cool. I don’t really understand the 
whole game, but it’s fun to watch. There’s a lot of 
strategy involved. They take a lot of time to think 
about their next shot.”

And shooting the breeze with Plys and his 
teammates really made Melissa’s day.

“That was so cool! It was neat to see that 
curlers are regular people who have jobs and 
families,” Melissa said. “And they’re humble.”

That’s certainly not a bad trait. Team Shuster 
and all the players down on the ice made a strong 
impression on these curling newcomers. Kendall 
was already thinking about what position she’d 
be best suited for, once she gets to a learn to curl 
after returning to Reno.

“The sweeper seems interesting,” she said, 
before noting what she thinks would be a strong 
suit, regardless of position. “I feel like I can yell 
commands well!”

CATCHING THE CURLING BUG IN VEGAS
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WE PROVIDE THE ARENA. BUT YOU CALL THE SHOTS.  
START YOUR NEXT ADVENTURE AT TRAVELNEVADA.COM/CURLING

SCORE THE 
PERFECT SEATS.

P
curling supplies®
r ms UB

America’s Largest Curling Store 

Visit us outside the arena between draws! 

BroomsUp.com 
Asham      BalancePlus      Goldline      Olson  
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For Chris and Renee Cracknell 
of Ajax, Ontario, their trip 
to Las Vegas was courtesy 
of Curling Canada, Special 
Olympics Canada and Jennifer 
Jones.  They were the highest 
bidder for the prize package which was offered at the Special 
Olympics Limitless Gala, last November. The icing on the 
cake was time well spent with Jennifer, teammate Dawn 
McEwen and, of course, Slider!
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HAPPENS HERE.swept away
Slide into the unexpected. Las Vegas is a proud partner of the 2019 WFG Continental Cup of Curling.

VisitLasVegas.com


